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ï¿½ 1. By the early 1980s, Sorokin's
poetry and prose were not only well

known, but equally revered. This may
partly be seen as a kind of "naked

aestheticism" which did not exist in
"socialist realism", but which (at least in a
more or less significant part of Sorokin's
work) was implicit in it and therefore was
all the more in demand. To illustrate this

state of affairs, here are just a few
examples. In his poem ''Letter from the

Village'' (1983; published in 1990)
Sorokin, referring to the fact that ''in

Soviet times'' ''everything in the village
was painted...'', adds: ''that was the main
problem.'' And in his 1981 poem ''But
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This Is Only the Beginning'' he writes:
''Yes, even now, just as before, everything

is painted out. In another of his works,
"The Land of Le. In the work of the

Sorokins, the theme of the village is of
great importance. It is linked to the theme

of the land, in which it becomes key. If
we talk about the village in the works of

Tvardovsky, it appears as a kind of closed
world, which is opposed to the city. If we
talk about the village in the work of the

Sorokins, it is presented as an isolated and
closed unit, existing under its own laws.

In the poem "The Last Judgment" (1961)
Sorokin writes: In the city, everything is

not so: There is none of that silence,
There is none of that silence That nature

had. In souls and in heads. In people's
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minds and minds of vanity. There's no
hiding There's nowhere to go There's no

hiding. Chorus: We may not have enough
space, And we're not strong enough to

wander, Without wings we can't soar The
earth won't let us rise... We can't see the

sun, we can't see the stars â™ª We're in a
net, we're in a net â™ª # And there's no

way out In the city all is not so: There's no
silence, The silence that nature had. In the
souls and in the heads In people's minds

and in people's minds There's nowhere to
go
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